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TRANSLATION ANALYSIS OF SUBJECT FOUND IN THE CASUAL VACANCY 





Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi bentuk linguistik dari subjek dalam kalimat dan untuk 
mendiskripsikan kepadanan dari terjemahan Indonesia yang ditemukan di novel The Casual Vacancy ke 
Perebutan Kursi Kosong. Penelitian ini termasuk penelitian deskriptif kualitatif. Object penelitian ini adalah 
terjemahan dalam subjek yang ditemukan di novel The Casual Vacancy ke Perebutan Kursi Kosong. Data dari 
penelitian ini adalah semua jenis kalimat yang terdapat subjek dan sumber data adalah novel yang berjudul 
The Casual Vacancy. Peneliti ini menggunakan dokumentasi sebagai metode untuk mengumpulkan data. 
Kemudian untuk membuktikan data valid, peneliti menggunakan metode triangulasi dimana sumber data 
adalah novel dan informen. Hasil dari penelitian ini menunjukan 4 jenis subjek, yaitu:  Noun, pronoun, 
gerund, dan noun phrase. Pertama, terdapat 34 atau 0.74% data yang termasuk translation shift dari noun, 
terdiri dari level shift 24 atau 0.5%, intra-system shift 8 atau 0.2%, dan class shift 2 atau 0.04% data. 
Kedua, terdapat 792 atau 17.5% data termasuk translation shift dari pronoun yang terdiri dari 505 atau 
11.1% class shift, 104 atau 2.3% data level shift, dan 183 atau 4% data structural shift. Ketiga adalah 
gerund, 2 atau 0.04% data termasuk class shift dari gerund. Terakhir, 781 atau 17.2% data termasuk 
translation shift dari noun phrase yang terdiri dari 153 atau 3.46% data level shift, 3 atau 0.06 data dari 
class shift, dan 621 atau 13.7% data structural shift. Kedua, terdapat 4536 atau 99.98% data yang termasuk 
terjemahan yang sepadan dan 1 atau  0.02% data yang tidak sepadan. 
 




This research aims to identify the linguistic form of subject of the sentences and to describe the 
equivalence of the Indonesian translation found in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong. The type 
of this research is descriptive qualitative. The object of this research is the translation of subject found in 
The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong. The data are all sentences consisting of subject and the data 
source is a novel entitled The Casual Vacancy by J.K Rowling. The writer uses the documentation as 
method to collect the data. Then to prove the validity of the data, the writer uses triangulation where the 
data sources are the novel and informant. The results of the research show that first, there are 4 kinds of 
subject, namely; noun, pronoun, gerund, and noun phrase. First, there are 34 or 0.74% data belongs to 
translation shift of noun, it consists of level shift 24 or 0.5% data, intra-system shift 8 or 0,2% data, and 
class shift 2 or 0.04% data. Secondly, there are 792 or 17.5% data which belongs to translation shift of 
pronoun consists of 505 or 11.1% of class shift, 104 or 2.3% data of level shift, and 183 or 4% of 
structural shift. The third is gerund. The writer only finds 2 or 0.04% data that belongs to class shift of 
gerund. The last, the writer finds 781 or 17.2% data that belongs to translation shift of noun phrase 
consists of 153 or 3.46% data of level shift, 3 or 0.06% data of class shift, and 621 or 13.7% data of 
structural shift. Second, there are 4536 or 99.98% data that belongs to equivalent translation and only 1 
data or 0.02% data is included non equivalent translation. 
 
Keywords: translation, translation shift, subject, equivalent 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, there are many English books translated to Indonesian language. In every year, translated 
English book into Indonesian book are more enhanced. Many English books like literary and science 
book are translated into Indonesia to master people’s knowledge. Through translation, people expected to 
understand it correctly. Translation is considered to be an act of reproduction, through which the 
meaning of a text is transferred from one language to another (Simon, 1996: 12). 
Catford (1965: 20) stated that “Translation, as a process, is always uni-directional: it is always 
performed in a given direction ‘form’ a Source Language ‘into a Target Language. So, Translation is the 
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replacement of textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language 
(TL)”.  
The basic parts of a sentence are the subject and the verb. In sentence there are five elements of 
sentence structure: subject, verb, complement, object and adverbial. In this research, the researcher 
focuses on the study of subject, the element of sentence. Quirk (1973: 11) stated that the subject of the 
sentence has a close general relation to what is being discussed, the theme of the sentence with the normal 
implication that something new (the predicate) is being said about subject that has already been 
introduced in an earlier sentence. 
In this research, the writer is interested in analyzing translation of subject forms found in The 
Casual Vacancy novel into Perebutan Kursi Kosong, the researcher finds cases of translating of subject. Here 
are the examples of subject translated into indonesian: 
SL: The ambulance had to come from the neighboring city of Yarvil, and it took twenty-five 
minutes to reach them. 
TL: Ambulan harus dipanggil dari kota sebelah, yarvil, dan butuh dua puluh lima menit untuk tiba 
di tempat mereka. 
 
The datum above shows the ambulance is a noun phrase function as subject. The ambulance consists 
of the function as determiner and ambulance as head. Followed by a predicate had to come, and from the 
neighboring city of Yarvil is adverb of place. Then, in TL the subject ambulance changes into a noun and 
followed by predicate harus dipanggil. Both SL and TL above using level sift. This shift is noun phrase into 
noun. 
The objectives of the study are to identify the linguistic form of subject and their translation 
found in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong and to describe the equivalence of the Indonesian 
translation found in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong. Compared with the previous research 
which is done by Baity (2015, UMS) entitled Translation Shift on Noun and Noun Phrase in Frozen Movie and 
Subtitling. The aim of the study is to identify the translation shift of noun and noun phrase and to describe 
the equivalence translation. This research is focused in translation shift in noun and noun phrase. The 
result is she found six types of translation shift of noun and noun phrase they are level, intra-system, and 
class shift of noun and level shift, structure shift and intra-system shift of noun phrase.  
In this research, the writer shows the result of her study in translation analysis of subject in The 
Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong. Include the translation shift of subject and the equivalence 
between the sentences. 
According to Catford (1965: 73) by shift in process of going from the SL to the TL there are two 
major types of shift occurs level shift and category Shift. Level Shift it means that a SL item at one 
linguistic level has a TL translation equivalent at a different level. Category Shift is a generic term referring 
to shift involving any of the four categories of class, that are: structure-shift, these are amongst the most 
frequent category shifts at all ranks in translation. Class shift is when the translation equivalent of a SL 
item is a member of a different class from the original item. Intra-system shift is one system in the SL has 
as its translation equivalent a different non corresponding system in the TL. And unit-shift is the 
translation equivalent of a unit at one rank in the SL is a unit at a different rank in the TL. 
Hall (1993: 21) describes some kind of subject forms are subject is the person, things, or idea, 
subject can be preceded by an adverbial, subject can be a single noun, subject can be a pronoun, subject 
can be noun phrase, subject can be a verbal, subject can be clause. They are as follows: (1) The subject is 
the person, things, or idea (2) The subject can be preceded by an adverbial expression, otherwise, it comes 
first in the sentence (3) The subject can be a single noun (4) The subject can be a pronoun (5) The subject 
can be noun phrase (6) The subject can be a verbal (7) The subject can be clause.  
When translators are engaged in translation process, they are trying to establish an equivalence 
relation between the source language text and the target language text. Baker (1992: 5) classified 
equivalence into 5 categories, those are: Equivalence at Word Level, Equivalence above Word Level, 
Grammatical Equivalence, Textual Equivalence, Pragmatic Equivalence.  
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Therefore, the writer is interested in analyzing the translation of subject form that found in The 
Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong novel, with entitled Translation Analysis of Subject Found in 
The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong.  
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  
In this research, the writer uses descriptive qualitative research. The object of the research is the 
translation of subject and its translation found in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong novel. The 
data are all kinds consisting of subject and the data source is a novel entitled The Casual Vacancy by J.K 
Rowling which is translated into Perebutan Kursi Kosong. The writer uses the documentation as method to 
collect the data. Then to prove the validity of the data, the writer uses triangulation where the data sources 
from the novel and informant. The writer analyzes the data of subject in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan 
Kursi Kosong by comparing the SL and TL and refers the data found to the theory. 
 
3. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
This part consists of research finding of the translation analysis of subject found in The Casual Vacancy and 
Perebutan Kursi Kosong and the Equivalent in translation on it. 
3.1 The Linguistic Form of Subject Found in The Casual Vacancy and Their Translation. 
The researcher analyzes the translation form of subject by a shift in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi 
Kosong novel. Based on the analysis, the linguistic form of subject in The Casual Vacancy to Perebutan Kursi 
Kosong novel, there are five types form of English subject namely: 
3.1.1 Subject in the Form of Noun and Its Translation  
In the casual vacancy novel and its translation, the researcher finds 34 data or 0.74% of subject form of 
noun that belong to translation shift. The writer classifies the translation shift of subject form of noun 
into three categories shift they are: level shift, intra-system shift and class shift. The shift is classified 
based on the data bellow: 
3.1.1.1 Level Shift 
The researcher finds 24 or 0.5% data of subject form of noun which is translated into noun phrase, as 
follows: 
2616/TCV146/PKK179 
SL: Shame ran down her body like a burning rash as she lay in the darkness. 
TL: Rasa malu menjalari dirinya bagaikan serangan gatal dan perih, sementara sukhvinder 
berbaring dalam kegelapan. 
The source language shame belongs to noun is translated into rasa malu which is belongs to 
noun phrase. The phrase rasa malu consists of rasa is a noun as the headword and malu is an adjective as a 
post-modifier. It means that both source language and target language is using level shift because it has 
different level. This shift is noun into noun phrase. For the reason above the writer concludes that the 
translation is equivalence between source language and target language.  
3.1.1.2 Class Shift 
The writer finds 2 data that belong to noun. Noun is translated into numeral and is translated into 
adjective. They are elaborated below:  
3.1.1.2.1 Noun is Translated into Numeral 
The researcher finds only 1 data or 0.01% of subject form of noun which is translated into numeral. The 




SL: Nine’s the quorum.  
TL: SembiLan adalah batas kourum. 
The word nine is a noun that translated into numeral Sembilan. It shows that in source language 
it is noun and target language is changed into numeral. There is no meaning which is changed but the 
class is different. It shows that there is a class shift from noun in source language into numeral in target 
language. Therefore, there is a shift in translated of the noun nine into a numeral Sembilan the mean is 
still same between SL and TL. 
3.1.1.2.2 Noun is Translated into Adjective  
The researcher only finds 1 data or 0.01% that belongs to noun is translated into adjective. The following 
are the analysis: 
3661/TCV205/PKK248 
SL: Humiliation, for which the whole family would surely pay, was a certainty. 
TL: Aib, yang kelak akan ditanggung seluruh keluarga, tak terelakan lagi. 
The data above shows that there is class shift from noun in source language into adjective in 
target language. It shows that the word humiliation is a noun translated into Aib which is an adjective. It 
shows that in source language it is noun and in target language changed into adjective. Humiliation in SL 
and Aib in TL is a subject and it explains the word after it. It occurs the pattern explain and be explained. 
Therefore, there is a shift in this translation but the meaning of source language and target language does 
not change. 
3.1.1.3 Intra-system Shift 
The researcher finds 8 data or of noun (plural – singular or singular-plural). The data which is occurs as 
follows: 
3961/TCV214/PKK 
SL: Couples had to mix with each other’s circles, and manage to get along in them 
TL: Pasangan harus bergaul dengan kenalan satu sama lain, dan menyesuiakan diri dengan 
mereka. 
In the sentence above, there is a subject in the form of noun in a source language is couples. 
The word couples is classified into noun plural because it marked by suffix –s. The word couples is 
formed from noun couple added with suffix –s. Then, in target language couples is translated into 
pasangan. Pasangan is classified into noun and it belongs to singular. So, the variation of translation shift 
above is classified into intra-system shift from noun plural translated into noun singular. The message 
transferred to the target language is not change the meaning. So, the translation is equivalence. 
3.1.2 Subject in the Form of Pronoun and Its Translation  
The writer classifies the translation shift of subject form of pronoun into three translation shift they are as 
follow: 
3.1.2.1 Level Shift  
The researcher finds subject of pronoun translated into noun phrase which is occur level shift. Here the 
example of the analysis: 
0469/TCV29/PKK40 
SL: Everyone called him Cubby, because of his infamous obsession with keeping the 
cubbyholes on the wall outside his school office in good order 
TL: Semua orang menjulukinya cubby karena obsesinya menjaga agar cubbyhole (rak) di 
dinding luar kantornya selalu rapi. 
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From the datum above, there is subject everyone is translated into semua orang. The source language 
everyone belongs to pronoun is translated into semua orang belongs to noun phrase. The phrase semua 
orang derived from semua is a numeral as the modifier and orang is a noun as the headword. The data show 
that there is a level shift because it has different level. This shift is pronoun changed into noun phrase. 
Although, the data have different level but the meaning is appropriate between source language and target 
language. 
3.1.2.2 Class Shift  
In the subject form pronoun, the researcher finds some type of category shift. They are as follows: 
3.1.2.2.1 Pronoun is Translated into Noun  
The researcher finds 486 data or 10.7% of subject form of noun which is translated into numeral. The 
following are the analysis:  
0408/TCV25/PKK35 
SL: Someone was coming down the pavement towards him; in a panic that it was Gaia, coming 
to shout at him or to demand a lift. 
TL: Seseorang berjalan di trotoar menuju ke arahnya; dalam panic, dia mengira itu gaia, datang 
untuk memarahinya atau minta tumpangan. 
The word someone is a pronoun in source language is translated into seseorang which belongs to 
noun in target language. It shows that there is a shift from pronoun in source language changed into 
numeral in target language. This translation belongs to class shift. It is simple translation that makes it 
easier to understand and it has equivalence translation between SL and TL although there is a shift. 
3.1.2.2.2 Pronoun is Translated into Adverb 
There are 7 data or 0.2% that belongs to pronoun is translated into adverb. The following are the analysis: 
4648/TCV239/PKK301 
SL: With the senses a little muffled and cushioned, confidences peeled easily away, everything 
became easy. 
TL: Ketiga segala indera agak menumpul dan tersekap, rahasia-rahasia terungkap dengan mudah, 
segalanya menjadi ringan. 
Everything is translated into segalanya. The word everything is noun that is translated into 
adverb segalanya. It shows that in source language it is noun and in target language change into adverb. 
The data shows that there is category shift from pronoun in SL into adverb in TL. Therefore, there is a 
shift in translated of the pronoun everything into an adverb segalanya but does not change the meaning so 
that the translation is contextually acceptable in target language. 
3.1.2.2.3 Pronoun is Translated into Numeral 
The researcher finds 12 data or 0.3% of English subject form of pronoun which is translated into 
numeral. 
0636/TCV39/PKK51 
SL: Everything had shattered 
SL: Semua hancur  
From the datum above, there is subject form pronoun everything is translated into semua which 
belong to numeral. A pronoun everything has function to describe amount of things and in target language 
is translated to semua that shows the quantity.  It means that the data using class shift from pronoun in 
source language changed into numeral in target language. Although there is a shift, the message is 
transferred correctly.  
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3.1.2.3 Structural shift  
The next analysis is the researcher finds 184 or 4% data that belong to structural shift from pronoun 
active is translated to passive. 
0340/TCV23/PKK33 
SL: He pummeled the bathroom door. 
TL: Tiba-tiba pintu kamar mandi digedornya. 
In the SL text the active voice he pummeled is shifted into a passive form digedornya in the TL 
text above. Thus, there is change of sentence structure from an active voice to passive form. Moreover, 
the sentence he pummeled is translated into digedornya. An addition of the word digedornya emphasized an 
appropriate style in translating he pummeled. Based on the case above, the type of translation is called 
structure shift. It occurs because the different linguistic system between source language and target 
language. The meaning is transferred into the equivalent target language.  
3.1.3 Subject in the form of gerund and its translation 
The writer classifies the translation shift of subject form of gerund into only one shift namely class shift.  
3.1.3.1 Class Shift 
There are 2 data or 0.04% that is categorized into this shift. The example of the analysis as follows:  
1956/TCV112/PKK139 
SL:  Lying was the only way Terri knew to meet her many accusers. 
TL: Berdusta adalah satu-satunya cara yang diketahui Terri untuk melawan orang-orang yang 
selama ini menuduhnya. 
Based on the data above, it can be seen that the subject lying is a gerund function as noun. Then 
in target language lying is translated into berdusta is a verb function as subject too. The word laying 
marked verb+ing (lay+ing). The translation shift occurs on this datum is called class shift, because it 
changes from gerund function as noun into word verb. Although the translation change from gerund 
function as noun into verb, the meaning is not wrong. 
3.1.4 Subject in the form of noun phrase and its translation 
In the casual vacancy novel and its translation, the researcher finds 781 or 17.2% data translation shift of 
subject form of noun phrase.The writer classifies the translation shift of subject form of noun phrase into 
two categories shift they are, level shift and structural shift. The shift is classified based on the data 
bellow: 
3.1.4.1 Level Shift  
In The Casual Vacancy novel the researcher finds level shift in the subject form of noun phrase in 153 or 
3.46% data. Level shift can be classified into 4 types. They are noun phrase into noun, noun phrase into 
verb, noun phrase into numeral and noun phrase into clause. 
3.1.4.1.1 Noun Phrase is Translate into Noun  
The writer finds 140 data or 3.1% subject form of noun phrase which is translated into noun. 
0033/TCV5/PKK11 
SL: The ambulance had to come from the neighboring city of Yarvil, and it took twenty-five 
minutes to reach them. 
TL: Ambulan harus dipanggil dari kota sebelah, yarvil, dan butuh dua puluh lima menit untuk 
tiba di tempat mereka. 
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The datum above shows the ambulance is a noun phrase function as subject. The ambulance 
marked by pre-modifier + headword. The word the is the determiner functioned as pre-modifier and 
ambulance is a noun as headword. Then, in TL the subject is translated into ambulan. The word ambulan  
is a noun functioned as headword and followed by predicate harus dipanggil. The word the ambulance is 
noun phrase translated into ambulance is noun. There is level shift occurs in the data because noun phrase 
the ambulance in the source language translated into noun ambulance in the target language. Although in 
SL and TL have different level but the meaning still same. 
3.1.4.1.2 Noun Phrase into Verb 
The writer only finds 1 data or 0.02% of noun phrase is translated into verb. 
3113/TCV174/PKK213 
SL: A giggle rose like trapped gas in Andrew’s chest, but was stifled there. 
TL: Kikik hendak tersembur bagaikan gas yang terperangkap di dada nadrew, tetapi tertahan di 
dalam. 
The data above, there is subject a giggle rose (noun phrase) translated into kikik (verb). The 
word a giggle rose marked by determiner + headword + post-modifier that was found in the source 
language texts, is translated into kikik in the target language. The phrase a giggle rose consists of 
determiner a, giggle is a noun as the headword, and a noun rose as post modifier. Then in target 
language is translated to kikik belongs to verb. There is level shift occurs in the data because noun phrase 
a giggle rose in the source language translated into verb kikik  in the target language. But, it does not 
change the meaning although in source language and target language has a different level.  
3.1.4.1.3 Noun phrase is Translated into Numeral 
There is only 1 data or 0.02% that belongs to level shift noun phrase is translated into numeral. The 
analysis as follows: 
2392/TCV135/PKK167 
SL: All of it gave her little pains in the stomach, kept her awake at night; but Simon was 
contemptuous of people who did not dare take the shortcuts 
TL: Semuanya membuat Ruth sakit perut, tak bisa tidur, tetapi Simon menghina orang yang tak 
berani mengambil jalan pintas 
In the source language there is noun phrase all of it function as subject. The phrase all of it 
consists of all as the pre-modifier, of as the determiner and it is pronoun as the headword. While in target 
language is translated into semuanya that belongs to numeral. The translation above shows there is level 
shift because the shift between source language and target language has different level. However, in SL 
and TL changed from noun phrase into numeral but it is transferred meaning equivalently. 
3.1.4.1.4 Noun Phrase is Translated into Clause 
In the analysis of the type noun phrase is translated into clause, the researcher finds 14 or 0.3% data. 
2864/TCV160/PKK195 
SL: The vicar did not sound as if he were thinking about the sense of the words issuing from 
his mouth, but only about his own delivery, which was sing-song and rhythmic. 
TL: Pendeta yang membacakan ayat itu sepertinya tidak memikirkan makna yang terkandung 
di balik sabda itu, tetapi dia lebih memperhatikan cara pengucapanya, ritmis seakan 
bersenandung. 
From the data above the subject includes noun phrase the vicar is translated into clause pendeta 
yang membacakan ayat itu. The vicar consist of the as determiner and vicar is a noun as headword. In target 
language, translated into pendeta yang membacakan ayat ini is a clause marked by SPC. There is different level 
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in SL and TL from noun phrase the vicar is translated into clause pendeta yang membacakan ayat ini. 
Although in SL and TL have different level but the meaning still same. This translation shift is level shift. 
3.1.4.2 Structural Shift  
The writer finds some variation of the structural shift in the subject form noun phrase. They are as follow: 
3.1.4.2.1 Noun Phrase is Translated into Noun Phrase 
It was found 617 or 13.6% data of noun phrase is translated into noun phrase, the analysis as follows: 
0191/TCV14/PKK22 
SL: Andrew’s parents were barely acquainted with the Fairbrothers; Simon and Ruth hard 
hardly any friends. 
TL: Orangtua Andrew tak kenal baik dengan keluarga Fairbrother; Simon dan Ruth nyaris tak 
punya teman. 
The phrase Andrew’s parents as subject is conducted by the word Andrew’s as pre-modifier 
and parents is a noun stand as headword then translated into orangtua Andrew. Orangtua Andrew here is a 
noun phrase consists of orangtua is a noun as the headword, while andrew is a noun as the domostrative. 
There is structural shift in this data because the position of the headword is different. Here, the function 
of noun phrase is subject both of SL and TL. The meaning in this translation is harmonic. 
3.1.4.2.2 Noun Phrase Active – Passive 
The writer finds 4 data or 0.1% of English subject noun phrase passive to active. 
0043/TCV7/PKK14 
SL: The kitchen was full of the mingled smells of instant coffee and synthetic coconut. 
TL: Aroma kopi instan dan krimmer memenuhi dapur. 
The source language is the kitchen while in target language is change into aroma kopi instan dan 
krimmer. In source language there are passive sentence is changed into passive sentence. It can be seen in 
the kitchen in source language function as subject is changed as object dapur in target language, then 
subject in target language is replaced by aroma kopi instan dan krimmer. Based on the analysis, there is 
translation shift to structural shift from noun phrase passive to active. But the message is still same 
between source language and target language. 
3.2 The Equivalence of Indonesian Translation in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi 
Kosong. 
The writer explains the equivalence and non equivalence of translation based on the data source. The 
explanation of each compound is discussed into wide explanation bellow: 
3.2.1 Equivalent Translation  
Equivalence occurs when the source language does not change the meaning of the message that 
transferred into target language. 
0032/TCV4/PKK11 
SL: The husband called 999 on his mobile. 
TL: Sang suami segera menghubungi nomor darurat 999 dari ponselnya. 
The data above belongs to equivalence translation. It is because the source language is 
transferred correctly into the target language. Between SL and TL have similar message in the source 
language The husband called 999 on his mobile is translated into sang suami segera menghubungi nomor 
darurat 999 dari ponselnya,  both SL and TL have same meaning. So, it is an equivalence translation because 
there is no meaning which is left. 
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3.2.2 Non Equivalent Translation  
The writer finds only 1 data or 0.02% data of non equivalence translation. 
2913/TCV165/PKK202 
SL: It would have been like interrupting his friend having a crap. 
TL: - 
The data above shows non equivalent translation. The source language is not translated 
appropriately. In the source language it would have been like interrupting his friend having a crap is 
no translated in target language. There is no explanation of target language to source language. For the 
reason above the writer concludes that the translation is non equivalent. 
By using translation strategy, it can make the translator to understand how problem can be 
solved in translation shift. Shifting may appear in some case of translation because different culture and 
structure of sentence in each language. In transferring the meaning into the equivalence target language, 
translator using shift strategy to translated SL to understanding grammar and linguistic that can assist a 
translator during the translation process in order to produce acceptable translation. 
4. CONCLUSION  
Based on the result there are 4537 data consisting of all kind of subject; the researcher finds 2928 data or  
64.5% subject that are not included in translation shift, and 1609 data or 35.5% of subject that are 
translation shift. The translation shift of subject is grouped into 4 kinds, they are: noun, pronoun, gerund, 
and noun phrase. First, there are 34 or 0.74% data belongs to translation shift of noun, it consists of level 
shift 24 or 0.5% data, intra-system shift 8 or 0,2% data, and class shift 2 or 0.04% data. Secondly, there 
are 792 or 17.5% data which belongs to translation shift of pronoun consists of 505 or 11.1% of class 
shift, 104 or 2.3% data of level shift, and 183 or 4% of structural shift. The third is gerund. The writer 
only finds 2 or 0.04% data that belongs to class shift of gerund. The last, the writer finds 781 or 17.2% 
data that belongs to translation shift of noun phrase consists of 153 or 3.46% data of level shift, 3 or 
0.06% data of class shift, and 621 or 13.7% data of structural shift.  
From 4537 data that belongs to subject in The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong, there are 
4536 or 99.98% data that belong to equivalent translation and only 1 data or 0.02% data is included non 
equivalent translation. It means that the novel entitled The Casual Vacancy into Perebutan Kursi Kosong is 
categorized into good translation. 
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